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DEVELOPING THE "SPECIALTIES:LICE-SHORT:TERM COMPETITION 

1)  0,4e- 
I Introduction 	a 

The specialty areas, power play and pena ty-kining, can be very important in 
short-term competition tournament play. 	On the average, you will play either 
with the power play or shorthanded for roughly one-third of every game. 
Obviously, the power play and penalty killing is an area you cannot ignore. It 
could be the key to your success! 

One concern with developing the specialty areas for short-term competition is the 
effect is can have on team harmony or team building. You as a coach should give 
this a great deal of thought for as well as building a well organized on-ice 
team, you are also trying to build a solid team unit that is cohesive and 
supportive. 	You will have 20 - 22 players all who play leading roles on their 
own club teams and now in a short time you have to make some decisions on who to 
utilize in terms of personnel on the specialties and this can cause problems. 

II 	What is your philosophy with the specialties?  

A) In short-term competition, one loss can be critical, it's not like a best of 
three competition. 

B) Goals for and against are often tie breaking criteria utilized. 

C) Can you utilize all personnel in some manner? 

D) Utilizing only specific players for both power play and penalty killing can 
cause some players not to play much and therefore lose their intensity or 
effectiveness. 

III Developing your "power play" for short-term competition  

We will look at the power play rather than penalty killing to examine some of the 
kinds of considerations you may look at when putting it together. 

Considerations: 

a) 	Personnel 	next line up 
- mix units 
- forwards playing the "point" 

b) 	Size of rink (185 x 85 / 200 x 85 / 200 x 100) 
- size of corners 
- distance behind net 
- quality of ice 
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c) 	Skills needed 
- passing/receiving skills 
- shooting skills: point shot 

shoot off the pass 
- poise/patience/intelligence 
- tip-ins, deflections 
- loose pucks: you need some "hustlers-diggers" 

d) 	Power play principles 

1. 	Read the pressure and beat it 
- create 2 on 1 - support 
- don't pass into pressure 
- be one pass ahead 
- keep the puck moving 

2. Overload to get puck control then spread out to stretch the defense 

3. Pass moves faster than a player can skate with it 

4. Force decisions: 	- puck movement 
- player movement 

5. Player with puck must be a threat not simply a relay man 

6. Puck control overrides positional responsibility 

7. It's often more important as to what happens after the shot vs. the 
shot itself 

- loose puck, tip in, rebound, etc. 

e) 	Teaching progression 

Generally it is considered important to have "success" in practice when 
working on the power play yet at the same time you want the player to be 
under enough pressure to be forced to be "sharp". 

Progression: 

- 5 on 0 
- 5 on obstacle 
- 5 on 1 
- 5 on 2 
- 5 on 4 no sticks 
- 5 on 4 sticks over (half-ice) 
- 5 on 4 (full-ice) 
- off the ice? 

, 
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f) 	Considerations on each zone 

Breakout: 
- turn and go or set up? 
- pre-scouting: are opponents forechecking hard or passively? 
- first pass is important 

Neutral zone: 
- carry puck into offensive zone - What ice is available? 
- passing puck into zone, creating open ice 
- shooting puck into zone - How do we get it back? 

Regrouping: 
- How far can defensemen go back with puck? 
- Do you want lots of movement? 
- hit offense blue line with speed 
- Can you create open ice? misdirection 
- shoot in/pass in/carry in 

Offensive zone: 
- umbrella or high triangle 
- side triangle or overload with or without slotman 
- three across 
- behind net 
- screens/interference 

g) 	How to practice the power play 

i) 	Quality of ice is important 
- before practice 
- beginning of practice 
- during practice 
- separate sessions 

ii) Drill work 
- individual skills 
- 2 man drills/3 man 
- 3 vs 2 side / 4 vs 2 up top 
- 5 vs 0 - designate on option 

h) 	What's the key to a good power play? 

- keep the puck moving 
- take what the defense give you - read 
- be assertive - mentality 
- players away from the puck be creative - adjust with the puck 
- win faceoffs 
- jump on loose pucks 
- don't be too predictable 
- what happens after the shot is often the key? 
- poise when the crowd starts "coaching" 
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